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Michael Dean Cohen (born August 25, 1966) is an American former attorney 
who was a lawyer for Donald Trump from 2006 until May 2018.

Cohen was a vice-president of The Trump Organization, and the personal 
counsel to Trump, and was often described by media as Trump's "fixer". He 
previously served as co-president of Trump Entertainment and was a board 
member of the Eric Trump Foundation, a children's health charity. From 2017 to 
2018, Cohen was deputy finance chairman of the Republican National 
Committee.

Trump employed him until May 2018, a year after the special counsel 
investigation began. The investigation led him to plead guilty on August 21, 
2018, to eight counts including campaign finance violations, tax fraud, and bank 
fraud. Cohen said he violated campaign finance laws at the direction of Trump 
and "for the principal purpose of influencing" the 2016 presidential election. In 
November 2018, Cohen entered a second guilty plea for lying to a Senate 
committee about efforts to build a Trump Tower in Moscow.
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In December 2018, he was sentenced to three years in federal prison and 
ordered to pay a $50,000 fine. He is scheduled to report to prison on May 6, 
2019.  Ref.: Wikepedia


To conduct this analysis, what I call the Non-Verbal Leak (NVL) must be 
established. It is a referential message reflecting the unconscious other-half of 
the person’s message. 


The NVL is a repetitive, patterned movement from the shoulders up that reflects 
unresolved, perceived trauma manifesting old decisions or strategies from one’s 
past. It is unconscious and visible to others; it is testable. It is a way of looking 
at the unconscious strategies that the individual presents in his or her total 
nonverbal behavior. 


The Non-Verbal Leak (NVL), which manifest in a person's facial expressions or 
mannerisms comes from the unconscious, there is absolutely no way an 
individual can control, modify or prevent its appearance. Accordingly, these 
signs are consistent, repeatable, and predictable. The next step is to establish 
the symbolic meaning of the NVL. This means decoding the nonverbal 
responses into their unconscious symbolic meaning on three levels: impact, 
primary emotion, and primary coping strategy. This is the sum total of an 
individual’s interaction regarding the expression of basic emotional strategies.


First impressions 

•    Is a man who is contrite (it shouldn’t be me but Donald Trump here)

•    Is a skilled manipulator involved in manipulating other skilled manipulators

•    Is demonstrating his abilities build up over years in avoiding legal traps

•    Is a convicted liar trying to impact NY’s Southern District Court sentencing

•    Is a man convinced of the accuracy of statements regardless of factual base


Non-Verbal Leak
Eyes open

One eye shock

One eye shows tears

Concentration lines

Eyes close
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Developed masseter 

Tension around mouth and difference between left and right side 

Jaw shifts (controlling aggression)

Swallowing down (to maintain control and balance)

Eyes open


 


SL-1 Shock/Pain

SL-2 Anger/sadness  

SL-3 Control by : CER*

	 	          CSR**

                             Denial

                             Distrust

                             Trance


*  Calculated Emotional Response
** Calculated Seductive Response

Statement of the NVL on the Symbolic Level for Personality Type 2.1
“I am in shock and pain. I feel angry and sad about that. I cannot show it so I 
keep those feelings inside and I swallow them down!”

Impression and Motivations 
A very sad man, in a very difficult situation obviously with 3 objectives 
1. Reduce his prison time

2. Create a more sympathetic public image

3. Lay a financial base via book, movie, television deal(s) income while in prison
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